
Directions: Choose the correct word from the bank to complete the sentence. 
absolve  adamant  amiable  amoral  animosity

 antagonist  eccentric  encounter  epitome malign 

 

1. – 2.  The ___________________ millionaire dressed so shabbily that every ___________________ with him 

convinced us that he was poor. 

 
3. – 4.  Hector feels such ___________________ towards his sister that he never says a single kind thing about 
her; he only ___________________s her. 
 
5. – 6.  Since the congresswoman was ___________________ in the opposing the nuclear power plant, the 

plant’s owners regarded her as their toughest ___________________. 

 
7. – 8.  Wayne is so ___________________ that he doesn’t even have the desire to be 

___________________(e)d of guilt for all the times he had lied, cheated, and stolen. 

 
9. – 10.  With his friendly air, good-natured laugh and generosity, Santa Claus is the ___________________ of 
the ___________________ grandfather. 
 
 
Directions:  Write a synonym and an antonym on the line for the vocabulary word. 
 
    Synonym    Antonym  

1.  absolve  ___________________  ___________________ 

2.  adamant  ___________________  ___________________ 

3.  amiable  ___________________  ___________________ 

4.  amoral  ___________________  ___________________ 

5.  animosity  ___________________  ___________________ 

6.  antagonist  ___________________  ___________________ 

7.  eccentric  ___________________  ___________________ 

8.  encounter  ___________________  ___________________ 

9.  epitome  ___________________  ___________________ 

10.  malign    ___________________  ___________________ 

 

Directions:  On a separate sheet of paper, create a sentence for each chapter 1 vocabulary word.  Each sentence 

must be 8 or more words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name _________________________________________________________________ Hour __________ 

Unit 1 Vocabulary  Chapter 1  Purple Level 
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ACROSS

1 -good-natured; friendly and
pleasant

5 -not giving in; stubborn
7 -bitter hostility
8 -an opponent; one who opposes

or competes
9 -a perfect or typical example of a

general quality or type

DOWN

2 -differing from what is
customary; odd

3 -a brief or an unexpected
meeting

4 -to make evil and often untrue
statements about; speak evil of

6 -lacking a moral sense; without
principles

7 -to find innocent  or blameless

 


